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PRE-COURSE SURVEY
https://goo.gl/xmNtAF



THE “NEW” CULTURE FOCUS















"Culture is a matrix of infinite possibilities and choices. 

From within the same culture matrix we can extract 

arguments and strategies for the degradation and 

ennoblement of our species, for its enslavement or 

liberation, for the suppression of its productive potential 

or its enhancement."

—Wole Sovinka, Nigerian Nobel Laureate



91% - What is it?

79% - How is it evaluated and measured?

65% - How do we make it part of our classroom?

***How do we know that students will be prepared to 
understand AND adapt their behavior in diverse 
cultural contexts?

EU Survey, May, 2017

Intercultural Competence 



293 and 
counting...





Intercultural competence is a core capability in 
the 21st century and involves cultural 
self-awareness, understanding the experiences 
of people from diverse communities, and the 
capability to adapt one’s mindset and behavior to 
bridge across differences. - Hammer, 2012



● I can identify at least seven aspects of culture and 
determine how I currently explore cultural aspects in 
my classroom.

● I can outline at least one new strategy to use that will 
help my students learn about culture from diverse 
lenses.

DIVE DEEPER: TEACHERS AND STUDENTS



BRONZE LEVEL: CERTIFICATE: CULTURAL LENS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2a9OP3_-U0


INSPIRATION: OFRENDA



INSPIRATION: Sister Cities



INSPIRATION: Lantern Festival



INSPIRATION: Lopburi Festival

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9ki0mK6NQ0


Ignite the Light



SHAREPARTNER SELF

Reflect on the aspects of culture that you currently use 
as lenses for students studying target cultures in your 
modern language classroom. Are they similar to those 
presented in the video? Do you have others? 



Share the aspects of culture that you currently use as 
lenses for students studying target cultures in your 
modern language classroom. Are they similar to those 
presented in the video? Do you have others? 

https://awwapp.com/b/umkrjmyuc/





Share the aspects of culture that you currently use as 
lenses for students studying target cultures in your 
modern language classroom. Are they similar to those 
presented in the video? Do you have others? 

https://awwapp.com/b/umkrjmyuc/



Please review the current units you teach and 
make a list of the culture units and/or 
lessons/mini-lessons you include that involve the seven 
aspects of culture or additional cultural components 
you deem important. 

Place each of the units/lessons/mini-lessons under the following seven 
categories:
1. Social Organization(s)
2. Language(s)
3. Customs and Traditions
4. Art and Literature
5. Religion(s)
6. Form of Government
7. Economic System(s)
 
Please feel free to add other categories as well. 



 
SHARING



 
SHARING



Please review the current units you teach and 
make a list of the culture units and/or 
lessons/mini-lessons you include that involve the seven 
aspects of culture or additional cultural components 
you deem important. 

Place each of the units/lessons/mini-lessons under the following seven 
categories:
1. Social Organization(s)
2. Language(s)
3. Customs and Traditions
4. Art and Literature
5. Religion(s)
6. Form of Government
7. Economic System(s)
 
Please feel free to add other categories as well. 





AVERAGE TIME
45 Minutes

AVERAGE CONTACTS
FIVE

REPORT PROJECTS
39



 
FINAL FEEDBACK

● I can identify at least seven aspects of culture and 
determine how I currently explore cultural aspects in 
my classroom.

● I can outline at least one new strategy to use from 
collective educator wisdom that will help my students 
learn about culture from diverse lenses.



 
FINAL FEEDBACK



 
FINAL FEEDBACK



Thank YOU!
Any questions or 

comments?:

@srazapato
@aliciaenelpaisdemaravillas

senorazapato@gmail.com



Special thanks to all the people who made and 
released these awesome resources for free:

× Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
× Photographs by Unsplash
× Watercolor textures by GraphicBurguer

Credits

http://www.slidescarnival.com/
http://unsplash.com/
http://graphicburger.com/?s=watercolor

